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StrataSpore
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Laboratory for Art, Nature and Dance 
2009

StrataSpore is a platform for 
collective knowledge about 
mushrooms. Initiated by Kate 
Cahill, Christopher Kennedy, 
Athena Kokoronis, Caroline 
Woolard, and mycologist 
Gary Lincoff, Strataspore uses 
mushrooms as material and 
metaphor for latent potential 
and unseen infrastructure. Right 
now, mushrooms are eating oil 
spills, connecting old members of 
Fluxus, feeding communities, and 
growing as alternative packaging 
material. Mushrooms are the 
pivotal orientation point for 
members of Strataspore to explore 
urban systems. We dance, eat, 
build, and learn with mushrooms.

About
When the largest and oldest living organism known 
surfaces, it manifests as a delicate mushroom no 
bigger than the palm of a hand. Inspired by rhizome 
networks as tools for bioremediation, a metaphor for 
the layers of unseen infrastructure below our feet, and 
a collaborative niche upon which to focus a collective 
narrative, we propose a multifaceted interactive research 
project that will culminate in events combining 
dance, education, environmental remediation and 
architecture during a two-week ramble tracing the 
proposed path of the Brooklyn Greenway. StrataSpore 
is a platform for collective knowledge about local NYC 
ecosystems and its potential for applications in urban 
sustainability. The platform will cultivate “spores” of 

knowledge by combining elements of task/performance-
based art, experiential learning, and experimental 
design practice that implements a dialogue about 
unseen, natural and man-made systems as sites for 
restorative sustainability applications. Our focus will 
be directed to the mushroom, and its potential for 
changing the ecology within a landscape. We invite 
communities and individuals to partake (with CAAKe) 
in a multidisciplinary practice of visualization and re-
interpretation of natural systems (mycology) as models 
for community engagement.

Based on the connective function and form of mushroom 
ecology, StrataSpore will harness local fungi as a model 
for engagement and re-interpretation of living in urban 
spaces.

StrataSpore “Spores”
Cassie Thornton, Yuko Mittsu, Kensaku Shinohara, 
Jaqueline Dodd, Alex, Monique Milleson, The Looking 
Glass Theatre

iLand

StrataSpore is made possible through generous funding 
and support from iLand: Interdisciplinary Laboratory for 
Art, Nature and Dance. iLand investigates the power of 
dance, in collaboration with other fields, to illuminate 
our kinetic understanding of the world. iLAND, a dance 
research organization with a fundamental commitment 
to environmental sustainability as it relates to art and 
the urban context, cultivates cross-disciplinary research 
among artists, environmentalists, scientists, urban 
designers and other fields.

 

A special thanks to Gary Lincoff 
our mentor and our mushroom 
hero!
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Oyster/Oyster
October 5th at Facade Facade in 
Redhook, Brooklyn

Oyster mushroom have 
been shown to metabolize 
petroleum products, an 
effective means for cleaning 
up oil spills.  Mushrooms are 
the oldest living organisms 
on the planet; the precursor 
to terrestrial life in New York 
and the world. 

Oysters are a foundation of the 
original ecology and economy of 
New York City.  200 years ago, 
oysters fed the masses, and their 
local abundance was one of the 
contributing factor’s to New 
York City’s emergence as a major 
           trading port. 

Oysters act as natural filters 
in brackish waters and are an 
indicator of the improvement 
of New York City’s local 
ecology.  Native Americans 
also used ground-up oyster 
shells, harvested from around 
New York Harbor, to add 
nutrients to their fields and 
improve crop yield. 

Through mycofiltration, 
mushrooms assist plant 
growth by providing water 
and nutrients.  Oyster 
mushrooms can be also be 
propagated and are delicious 
themselves, forming a complex 
carbohydrate when paired with 
pasta or rice.
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Above at the 
Middle
October 6th at the Flea Theatre



Mushroom 
Halloween
October 30th at Splinters and Logs

Below at the 
Middle
November 2nd at Movement Research 
@ Judson Memorial Church



Collected 
Notes from the 
StrataSpore Blog
www.strataspore.ning.com

Why you should 
care about 
mushrooms?
Compiled by Caroline Woolard

  1. Paul Stamets says 
they will save the 
world (he’s got them 
eating oil spills). Read 
his book Mycelium 
Running: How 
Mushrooms Can Save 
the World and his 
presentation at TED 
Talks.

   2. John Cage thought 
mushroom hunting 
improved your ability 
to be present, observe 
and understand 
indeterminacy. 

   3. Allan Kaprow and 
John Cage met at the 
New School in Cage’s 
mushroom class.

   4. Mushroom 
growing media can be 
used as a sculptural 
material - insulation 
for buildings.

   5. Mushrooms taste 
good and can be found 
in the woods for free.

   6. When else is 
identification and 
visceral knowledge 
such a risky business 
for body and mind?



John Cage
Post by: Caroline

By NATALIE ANGIER
Published: May 25, 2009

According to Roman legend, there once was a cruel boy 
who tortured a fox by tying straw to its tail and then set-
ting the straw ablaze. The god Robigus was so outraged 
that he punished humanity with wheat rust, a fungal 
nightmare that leaves crops looking as though they 
had been burned. For centuries afterward, the Romans 
sought to appease the deity through annual sacrifices of 
dogs and cows unlucky enough to have rust-colored fur.

Robigus, Lord of Fungus, is still furiously among us, but 
these days he’s collecting his sacrificial spoils personally. 
In the eastern United States, thousands of cave-dwell-
ing bats have died of an aggressive fungal disease called 
white-nose syndrome, and hundreds of thousands if not 
millions more are at risk of contracting the condition. 
Frogs and salamanders worldwide are dying in cata-
strophic numbers, very likely of a fungal disorder called 
chytridiomycosis, which clogs an amphibian’s skin and 
deranges its blood chemistry. Forests along the western 
and southern coasts of North America are withering as a 
result of fungal blooms injected into the wood by pine-
boring beetles.

We have already lost our majestic American chestnut 
trees to blight and our favorite shade trees to Dutch 
elm disease. Can’t we just break out a few giant bombs 
of Ajax and wipe the world clean of its infernal fungus, 
its allergenic mold and sporulating mildew, its rot and 
blight, smut and rust, its jock itch and athlete’s foot that 
can plague even the most devoted couch morel?

We can never rid the world of its fungus, of course, nor 
would we want to. Fungi represent a kingdom unto 
themselves, up there in taxonomic sovereignty with the 
kingdoms Animalia and Plantae, the bacteria and the 
protists. Some 100,000 species of fungi have been tallied, 
and scientists estimate that at least another 1.5 million 
remain to be discovered.

Fungi are everywhere, on every continent and in every 
sea, floating in the air, lacing through the soil, resting on 
your skin, colonizing mucosal cavities within, and fes-
tively decorating that long-neglected peach. And though 
some fungi are pathogenic and will kill the living tissue 
they have penetrated, the vast majority are benign, and 
many are essential to the life forms around them.

“They are the major decomposers,” outdoing even bac-
teria, worms and maggots in their saprophagic industry, 
said David J. McLaughlin, a mycologist at the University 
of Minnesota. If you want true antisepsis, look to the 
fruits of Robigus.

Fungi also have a talent for symbiosis, for establishing 
cross-kingdom quid pro quos that keep the fungus fed 
and happy while lending its partner vast new pow-
ers. Maybe 90 percent of all land plants depend on the 
so-called mycorrhizal fungi that stipple their roots and 
feed modestly on their plant sugars to in turn supply 
them with nutrients from the soil like phosphorus and 
nitrogen. And botanists suspect that plants might never 
have made the leap onto land some 500 million years ago 
without their mycorrhizal assistants.

Fungus may well have given rise to human culture, or 
at least the comedy of human comity. For a loaf of bread 
to break with old friends and a jug of wine to help forge 
new ones, we can thank the fungus Saccharomyces, 
baker’s and brewer’s yeast.

More recently, Saccharomyces has served as an agreeable 
model organism in the laboratory, an excellent way to 
explore how genes behave and cells divide and a much 
cheaper date than a rodent. Fungal cells turn out to 
be surprisingly similar to animal cells, and researchers 
recently determined that the fungal and animal lineages 
didn’t split from each other until millions of years after 
both had branched away from the plants.

The defining traits of a fungus are gustatory and archi-
tectural. Whereas animals ingest a meal first and then 
digest it internally, fungi do the reverse. After latching 
on to a suitable food source, they release enzymes to 
break down the substance into a soupy mash of sugars 
and amino acids, which they can then absorb through 
the membranes of their filamentous hyphae. Some fungi 
remain simple, even unicellular, but others can sprout 
elaborate fruiting bodies packed with billions of micro-
scopic spores, billions of wistful homuncular fungi.

New York Times 
‘Fungi, From 
Killer to Dinner 
Companion’
Post by: Kate
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M.O.L.D. is a hot zone-themed wet lab and workshop 
that investigates the science, politics, and culture of food 
decomposition. The audience is invited to participate 
in various experiments and build their own amateur 
bioindicators to assess food quality and safety.

The most familiar fruiting bodies are the mushrooms, 
with their vivid pigments of inscrutable purpose and 
their still more inscrutable forms — here a swollen 
pink pincushion or a bird’s nest filled with eggs, there a 
protruding black tongue or a batch of bright butter coral. 
Given sufficient food and room, the filaments of a found-
ing fungus may grow over thousands of acres of soil and 
persist for centuries or millennia, all the while spawning 
genetically identical mushrooms above ground, and 
biologists have argued that such hyphal masses qualify 
as some of the largest and most ancient organisms on 
Earth.

Most fungi are adapted to grow in cool or foresty tem-
peratures, maybe 60, 70 degrees Fahrenheit, which is why 
the pathogens among them tend to prey on plants, or 
cold-blooded animals like insects, reptiles or amphibians.

Even then, most fungal diseases are not fatal, and the 
virulent strain that is thought to be involved in today’s 
mass amphibian die-offs may have been introduced into 
natural populations by frogs used in medical research.

With their hot body temperatures, mammals and birds 
suffer from few fungal diseases save those confined to 
the coolish epidermis. Bats are mammals, but the species 
now afflicted by white-nose syndrome are cave-hibernat-
ing bats, and when the bats lapse into their hibernation 
torpor, said David S. Blehert, a microbiologist with the 
United States Geological Survey’s National Wildlife 
Health Center in Madison, Wis., their core body tem-
perature drops down to just a couple of degrees above 
cave conditions, as low as 44 degrees.

“This pathogen is treating the bats as if they were forgot-
ten tubs of cottage cheese in the back of the refrigerator,” 
Dr. Blehert said. Moreover, the fungus appears to be 
unusually virulent. “We’re seeing in excess of 90 percent 
mortality at some sites,” Dr. Blehert added.

Since the disease was first identified west of Albany in 
March 2007, it has spread to bats in nine states and is on 
the cusp of reaching bat populations that aggregate in 
groups 300,000 strong, “the largest colonies of hibernat-
ing mammals known on the planet,” Dr. Blehert said. 
In an effort to block the pathogen’s passage, wildlife 

authorities are closing off caves to human traffic, for now 
the only measure they can think of to keep the wrath of 
Robigus at bay. 

M.O.L.D
Post by: Chris
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By John Weier
Conservation Magazine
January-March 2009 (Vol 10, No. 1)

Bearded and burly, Paul Stamets searches the forest on 
Washington State’s Olympic Peninsula like a blood-
hound, peering under fallen trees and sniffing inquisi-
tively at the air. The object of his quest is the Agarikon 
mushroom—so rare that it can take Stamets, who has 
spent more than 30 years researching fungi, weeks to 
locate just one. And when he does—by bushwhacking 
for hours through untrammeled wilderness until he 
finds the beehive-shaped mushroom growing on a log 
or hanging from a towering Douglas fir— it’s worth the 
effort, Stamets says. For the Agarikon is the Holy Grail 
in his crusade to prove that fungi can be used to treat 
health problems ranging from high blood pressure to 
cancer. And his vision doesn’t end there.

Stamets believes fungi can clean up fuel spills, provide a 
nontoxic (and more effective) alternative to insecticides, 
and be the source of a powerful new biofuel. Listen to 
him talk, and it’s tempting to dismiss the 53-year-old 
as just another wild-eyed devotee of natural solu-
tions—especially when he describes the web of mycelia 
(thread-like tendrils beneath the forest floor that form 
the foundation underlying fungi) as being eerily similar 
to the structure of the universe and says mycelia form 
an intelligent network that can sense human footsteps. 
But one thing sets Stamets apart: many of his ideas have 
proven scientifically credible.

Stamets is best known as the owner of Fungi Perfecti, a 
booming mail-order business outside Olympia, Wash-
ington, that peddles everything from grow-your-own 
mushroom kits to mushroom-based dog biscuits. But 
he considers this a side job that gives him freedom to 
conduct serious research. Stamets developed an Agarikon 
strain that University of Illinois researchers say could 
treat tuberculosis. He has engineered a fungus that 
wipes out carpenter ants, has used fungi to remove 
pollution from streams, and has helped the Department 
of Defense investigate whether fungi can counteract 
biological weapons. It’s all part of his quest to harness 
mushrooms as a solution to some of the world’s most 

pressing problems.

1. Homeland Security

Two thousand years ago, a Greek pharmacist named 
Dioscorides described a mushroom that was highly 
effective in treating consumption. Stamets stumbled 
upon those first-century writings and began a personal 
mission to track down Fomitopsis officinalis, agarikon. 
The Agarikon mushroom is thought to be extinct in 
Europe and Asia but, fortuitously, still grows in isolated 
pockets of Stamets’s backyard, the old-growth forests of 
the Pacific Northwestern United States. So far, Stamets 
has painstakingly located dozens of the mushrooms, 
established more than a dozen Agarikon strains, and 
sent hundreds of cultures to scientific labs—including 
several doing research as part of the U.S. Department of 
Defense’s Project BioShield.

Among other things, Project BioShield investigates drugs 
and compounds that could provide new treatments for 
tuberculosis, smallpox, and other viruses that could be 
weaponized. Of the thousands of compounds tested, 
only a tiny percentage have been effective enough to be 
approved for more comprehensive research, including 
animal testing. At least two of Stamets’s Agarikon strains 
have cleared that hurdle; scientists at the Southern 
Research Institute in Birmingham, Alabama, have shown 
that the extracts selectively attack cowpox and vaccinia 
viruses, which are closely related to the smallpox virus.

Researchers at the Institute for Tuberculosis Research 
at the University of Illinois, Chicago, got similar results 
when they placed Agarikon extract and tuberculosis 
samples in close quarters. The extract actually stopped 
the tubercle growth and, in separate tests, was shown to 
be harmless to mammal cells—an important indicator 
that it wouldn’t hurt people. For now, that’s happened 
only in a test tube, but institute director Scott Franzblau 
says researchers are working to identify the extract’s 
active compounds and understand exactly what makes 
the remedy tick. Until then, they won’t know how to 
compare it to other TB drugs or whether it will make an 
effective drug at all.

Stamets believes the Agarikon is only the beginning. He’s 
convinced that mushrooms can cure everything from 
avian flu to cancer. But to extend his research, Stamets 
needs to keep generating new extracts from an increas-
ingly diverse array of fungi, which explains why his quest 
is entangled in another cause: preserving old-growth 

The Mushroom 
Messiah
Post by: Gary Stamets’s team 20 trips into the forest to find just one), 

he believes habitat conservation should be a vital part of 
the effort to cure deadly diseases such as smallpox or bird 
flu. “We can make the argument that we should save 
the old-growth forests as a matter of national defense,” 
Stamets says.

2. A Cultivated Taste for Diesel

In the late 1990s, Stamets and researchers from Battelle 
Marine Sciences Laboratory in Sequim, Washington, 
conducted an experiment to see whether mushrooms 
could clean up pollution. They grew oyster-mushroom 
mycelia on wood chips, then sprinkled the chips onto a 
pile of soil drenched in diesel and other petroleum waste. 
For comparison, they coated two similar piles with pol-
lution-fighting enzymes and bacteria and used a fourth 
pile as a control. After leaving the mounds alone for six 
weeks, Stamets returned to find a result so profound that 
it led to what he calls “an epiphany of my life.”

“All the other piles were dead, dark, and stinky,” Stamets 
said in a recent lecture. “Our pile was covered with hun-
dreds of pounds of oyster mushrooms.”

The remarkable transformation was spurred by a natural 
process that lets fungi consume even the most toxic 
pollutants. When certain fungi are introduced to a new 
patch of soil, they release a shower of digestive enzymes. 
After detecting which ones do the best job breaking 
down the soil compounds, the fungi mass-produce those 
enzymes.

To capitalize on this process, Stamets and Battelle’s Jack 
Word gave fungi petroleum products as their only food 
source. They then cloned the fungi that did the best job 
digesting the contaminants and used them in the soil 
test. The fungi flourished—and that was just the begin-
ning. The mushroom spores attracted insects, which 
laid eggs that became larvae. The larvae attracted birds, 
which brought in seeds. Soon, plants were sprouting up 
across the previously polluted mound. “Our pile became 
an oasis of life,” Stamets said in his lecture.

Stamets has used similar methods to show that fungi can 
remove everything—from pesticides to nerve gas—from 
soil and water. For example, he developed a novel way to 
clean coliform bacteria from streams contaminated by 
cattle farms. He simply fills burlap bags with wood chips 

covered in mycelia, then stacks those bags in the streams. 
As the water filters through the bags, the mycelia release 
enzymes that digest the bacteria. According to one of 
Stamets’s patent applications, the method can reduce co-
liform bacteria by as much as 97 percent; in one test, the 
mushrooms reduced bacteria from 900 colonies per 100 
milliliters of water to just 30 colonies per 100 milliliters.

Stamets now wants to make this natural process part of 
a national cleanup system. He envisions a network of 
“mycorestoration” hubs where mycelia are grown before 
being moved to contaminated land. For this to become 
reality, the Environmental Protection Agency and other 
government bodies would have to approve it as a stan-
dard cleanup practice. And that might be a tall order.

Word says public agencies have been skittish about 
fungal solutions since the late 1970s, when several highly 
publicized attempts to use white rot fungi to clean up 
contaminants ended in failure. “We have an uphill battle 
when we try to convince others that [our methods are 
different from] that process,” Word says.

3. Ants on ’Shrooms

When carpenter ants invaded Stamets’s home, he didn’t 
call Terminix. Instead, he went to his lab and engineered 
an insect-eradicating fungus.

His experiment rested on a long-known fact: certain 
fungi can infect and kill ants and termites. But, to protect 
their colonies, these insects have devised morbid ways 
of preventing fungal poisons from spreading. Ants, 
for example, will identify an infected individual, then 
decapitate it or isolate it in a side tunnel. Companies 
have tried for years to come up with fungal killers that 
subvert these defenses. Those efforts were largely unsuc-
cessful—until Stamets developed an ingenious solution 
reminiscent of the Trojan horse.

Stamets developed a fungus that is not only deadly 
to ants but also waits to form spores. Since ants don’t 
see spores when they encounter the fungus, they don’t 
identify it as poison. Rather, they actually mistake it for 
food and carry it back to their queen. By the time the 
fungus sporulates, it’s too late to fend it off. The fungus 
has already spread throughout the colony’s ants.

Stamets has received several patents for the fungal pes-
ticide and says just five grams of the stuff can wipe out 
a home infestation. Even better, he claims the nontoxic 
solution is harmless to humans. Still, Stamets has to
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work out a few kinks before the product can hit the mass 
market.

Roger Gold, professor of urban etymology at Texas 
A&M, points out that it’s hard to maintain unique fun-
gal strains over long periods of time, which could make 
it hard to scale up production. Stamets will also need to 
navigate the EPA’s approval process, an enterprise that 
can cost millions of dollars. He says he’s had interest 
from investors who might foot the bill, but he admits 
that some of them become hesitant once they take a 
closer look. Ever the contrarian, Stamets interprets those 
doubts as reassurance that he’s on the right course. “The 
fact that there are people who say this will never work is 
proof I’m onto something unique and novel,” he says.

4. Mail Fertility

One of Stamets’s newest schemes would use mushrooms, 
plants, and the U.S. Postal Service to mitigate climate 
change. Stamets has developed a cardboard panel dubbed 
the “Life Box” that’s impregnated with seeds and spores. 
Once planted in the ground, the panels will give rise to 
urban forests that soak up CO2, Stamets predicts.

Each panel contains an assortment of tree or vegetable 
seeds, and mycelia are added to help the seeds flourish. 
(Many mycelia have symbiotic relationships with plants, 
providing them with nutrients and water. The plants re-
turn the favor by delivering shade and food.) Sized to fit 
in the bottom of a standard mailing package, the panels 
can easily be added to mail-order shipments; whenever 
someone orders a copy of Stamets’s book Mycelium 
Running, a panel is dropped into the shipping box.

Stamets envisions recipients running out to plant the 
panels in their yards, giving rise to trees. It might be op-
timistic to think all Life Box recipients will automatically 
stick the panels into the ground—people can be pretty 
picky about their landscaping—but Stamets thinks his 
invention has a bright future. He has already sent the 
panels to refugee camps, where they could sprout corn, 
beans, or other food crops, and he hopes big-name retail-
ers will someday include panels with all their shipments. 
“We get all these cardboard boxes in the mail,” Stamets 
says. “Why not turn them into food or habitat?”

5. Fungus Fuel

If Stamets’s utopian solutions ever become reality, the 
world will face a problem far less appetizing than the 
’shrooms themselves: mountains of stinky mushroom 
waste. That’s because mass-producing fungal extracts 
would require large-scale facilities to grow mycelia on 
wood chips and other organic matter. Once the enzymes 
and other beneficial compounds were harvested, thou-
sands of tons of the organic matter would be left to rot, 
and this is where Stamets’s quirky vision completes its 
circle. He even has a plan for how to use what would be 
the smelly byproduct of his success: use it to solve the 
global energy crisis.

When fungal sugars are mixed with yeast and other 
active ingredients, they turn into “myconol”—a fuel 
no different from the ethanol now being blended with 
gasoline to power cars. Stamets is working to perfect the 
conversion process and estimates that it takes about 48 
kilograms of mycelia-laced material to produce 3.5 liters 
of fuel. He says myconol will be his research facility’s 
sole fuel source within two years. As usual with Stamets, 
that’s just one small step toward an earth-changing goal: 
he also intends to sell myconol conversion kits on his 
Web site, building grass-roots support for a nationwide 
program to fuel everything from factories to cars—not 
with coal or oil, but with fungus. ❧

 Not expecting to find any mushrooms because it hasn’t 
really rained in 10 days, Caroline, Kate and I walked 
through a bit of Central Park, between 96th & CPW and 
the 100th St. Pool. We found a few very old specimens 
of an Agrocybe, possibly A. dura, just outside the park 
near 96th & CPW. (We may have found several better 
specimens of the same mushroom in wood mulch at 
the base of a giant London Plane tree at the far end of 
the CP Pool). Just inside the park we found a cluster of 
about 10 tiny oyster mushrooms! Left alone for two days 
or so they would have grown to ten times their size, but 
other ones will replace these, which were in grass, but 
really on wood at a spot where a tree had recently stood. 
Across the drive, we wandered about an area that had 
been planted with daffodils, but there was a covering of 
wood chip mulch, and in this mulch was the Wine Cap, 
Stropharia rugoso-annulata, a good spring edible (when 
fresh). Just beyond this Kate noticed something white. It 
was a slime mold, white and lacy on the outside, powdery 
black with spores within. It’s probably an old Fuligo 
septica. Not really a mushroom, it’s closer to an amoeba 
with a spore bearing stage; but it is collected by mush-
room hunters and you can find slime molds illustrated 
and described in mushroom field guides. At the Pool we 
found old Reishi shelf fungi (Ganoderma lucidum) about 
the lower three feet of the trunk of a giant weeping 
willow. The new fruiting bodies will start appearing next 
month. Then, about the base of a London Plane tree, one 
which is showing signs of decline (dead upper branches), 
we found more Agrocybe, which was the first mushroom 
we saw today, and some old and dryish inky caps, a 
species of Coprinus, a mushroom that some people use 
to make ink or paint from. Finally, we found some large 
shelf fungi on black locust trees. Phellinus robiniae is a 
dark shelving woody bracket fungus that grows only on 
black locust trees, so it’s easy to identify even if it grows 
too high up the trunk to reach. So, that’s six mushrooms 
and a slime mold in an hour or so of wandering about 
Central Park in late May at a time when it hadn’t been 
raining in quite a while. Mushrooms are unpredictable, 
ephemeral, surprising to find, and, even old, a joy to 
behold. 

Mushroom Hunt 
in Central Park
Post by: Gary
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“So little work has been done on mushrooms, compared 
to plants or animals. Anytime you find a mushroom, 
you’re just as likely to find something new, as not.”

I went to art school, so I am “trained” in conceptual art 
but I immerse myself in different creative practices each 
year. I am filled with life when I see experts, hobbyists 
and enthusiasts charging towards the unknown with 
genuine wonder. Gary uses mushrooms as a “motor” for 
everything else, mycology emerged from his need to be 
in nature, his background in philosophy, his interest in 
experimental music, John Cage, Marshall Mcluhan, and 
more. This is a curious mind at work.

He keeps track of the rain.
“...rain on the 14th. Rain on the 16th cloudycloudycloud-
ysunnysunnysunnyNothing. The 24th it didn’t rain. The 
26th it didn’t rain. The 27 there was a little bit of drizzle.”

Gary has lived near Central park for over 3 decades, so he 
really knows what used to be where.

We found:
1.
2. baby Oyster mushroom! “If we were fishing it’d not 
be a keeper...it’s too small” If we left it and came back in 
2 days, each nub would become a the size of this initial 
cluster, making a big oyster!
3. wine cap
4. slime mold (pale form of fuligo), listed as a fungi 
although not really categorized
5. raishi (used in japanese tea, for strength)
6. inky cap mushroom (placed in bowl and will turn into 
ink overnight!)
7.

Q: Do we need to worry about toxins in the soil?
A: No, the bird watchers lobbied against pesticide. An-
other measure of health is that there are lots of fireflies 
in the summer.

Q: Can mushrooms be used as a mycoremediator?
A: The mushroom (oyster, for ex) uses a petroleum 
substrate for its nutrient source and breaks it down. The 
fungus breaks it down and uses it to grow on, so there is 
no trace of the toxic elements in the fruiting body (the 

mushrooms). The toxins are broken up into molecules, 
neutralizing the danger. (see Mycellium Running by 
Paul Stamments)

AMAZING FEATS OF MUSHROOMS
- mushrooms can grow after being cut (one grew after it 
was on the table and cut in half)
- paul staments innoculated his book and grew mush-
rooms out of that

CUISINE
- 2 types of cultures: prepare mushrooms with oil/fat OR 
steam/sauce

IDEAS
mushroom hunt as open source search, everyone contrib-
utes to understanding of central park
athletic hunt: running/moving/biking while hunting for 
mushrooms

MOVEMENT DURING THE HUNT
2 types of people: slow-goers (1-step-at-a-time) and 
roamers (quick/large area)

THE CURIOUS ARE ALWAYS OPEN
Why is the title of Marshall Mcluan’s book “The 
medium is the massage” and not “The medium is the 
message”?
Actually, the title was a mistake. When the book came 
back from the typesetter’s, it had on the cover “Massage” 
as it still does. The title was supposed to have read “The 
Medium is the Message” but the typesetter had made 
an error. When Marshall McLuhan saw the typo he 
exclaimed, “Leave it alone! It’s great, and right on target!” 
Now there are possible four readings for the last word of 
the title, all of them accurate: “Message” and “Mess Age,” 
“Massage” and “Mass Age.”

Notes from May 
27th: discovery!
Post by: Caroline

Date  May 28, 2009

Went foraging for mushrooms with Forest Service 
friends around Payette Lake, McCall, Idaho! Twas magi-
cal. We found morels and other mushrooms. Oh the 
morels were amazing. We grilled them with garlic and 
butter. So meaty!

Mushrooms from 
Idaho
Post by: Chris

Date  May 29, 2009



One summer day, Merce Cunningham and I took eight
children to Bear Mountain Park. The paths through
the zoo were crowded. Some of the children ran
ahead, while others fell behind. Every now and then
we stopped, gathered all the children together, and
counted them to make sure none had been lost. Since
it was very hot and the children were getting
difficult, we decided to buy them ice cream cones.
This was done in shifts. While I stayed with some,
Merce Cunningham took others, got them cones, and
brought them back. I took the ones with cones. He
took those without. Eventually all the children were
supplied with ice cream. However, they got it all
over their faces. So we went to a water fountain
where people were lined up to get a drink, put
the children in line, tried to keep them there,
and waited our turn. Finally, I knelt
beside the fountain. Merce Cunningham turned
it on. Then I proceeded one by one to wash
the children’s faces. While I was doing this,
a man behind us in line said rather loudly,
“There’s a washroom over there.” I looked up at
him quickly and said, “Where? And how did
you know I was interested in mushrooms?” 

John Cage 
Indeterminacy 
#139
Post by: Caroline

Date  May 30, 2009

Above our middles, our head is above;
what is above our head?
what falls below?

I am reflecting on the Above stratum thinking about the 
rain’s affection; the visibility and invisibility (Mush-
rooms/ideas metaphorically speaking)

The waiting and anticipation for the rain;
and then it happens.. and the mushrooms or ideas 
emerge. If we don’t have rain, then mushrooms (mush-
rooms physically and metaphorically are invisible?

PS- It rained May 26th, 27th, 28, and the 29th in Beach 
Lake, PA. During these same dates, how many days did it 
rain elsewhere?

(A musical composition that emerges from collective 
knowledge of rainfalls in many regions.

A library has no roof. spores land, rain comes, and mush-
rooms feed off the books?
A mushroom is removed from the woods, brought to the 
city, and crushed on the side walk by feet.
A mushroom book is categorized in every section of your 
local Barnes and Nobles’)*

Metaphorical 
Notes for “Above” 
to quench the 
“Middle”
Post by: Athena

Date  June 2, 2009



Q: Food Production
What do you personally feel is the potential for mush-
rooms to provide a substantial food production option 
for communities in NYC? What are some major hurdles 
in securing such operations? Climate? Space? Cost? 
Health Issues?

A: Growing mushrooms is not the problem. Getting 
people to incorporate mushrooms into their diet - the 
way they do in Japan and China - that’s the problem. 
Three ounces per person per day compared to what? Less 
than one ounce per week?

Q: Urban Contexts
How does the estuarial ecology of the New York Harbor 
and its surrounding tributaries affect the kind of mush-
room species that occur across the five boroughs and 
their growth cycles?

A: Not as far as I know, but I can look into it.

Q: Bioremediation
How could one theoretically set up a bioremediation 
operation using fungi as ³absorbents² of toxins in a 
brownfield site? Is cost and scale too prohibitive? What 
species work best for the most common of brownfield 
occurances MTBE and PCBs for instance?

A: I’ll check with Paul Stamets on this one.

Q: Native American Contexts
How did the Native American communities of the Le-
nape and others use mushrooms in their daily lives? Was 
it a food source? Did they dry mushrooms for other uses? 
Medicinal? What kinds of tools did they use?

A: Mushrooms were not part of the Native American 
diet. There are stories that the Chippewas used some 
mushrooms, but there’s not much to show mushroom 
use in our area. It’s a puzzle considering how well Native 
peoples understood their plants. There’s not much to 
support ancient mushroom use

among native peoples anywhere, except as shamanic al-
lies. Chinese mushroom use goes back several thousand 
years, but they were not “primitives.” I’d love to know 
how that culture got started eating mushrooms - and 
most of what they eat today, as in ancient times, are 
“medicinal foods,” not just any old edible mushroom.

Q: Personal Motivation
What is your personal motivation for being a ³cham-
pion² of mushrooms? How do you feel the subject 
connects with people? Why do you feel mushrooms have 
been misinterpreted as something ³dangerous or toxic² 
within the contexts of education and higher learning? 
What remedies do you propose to address this percep-
tual misunderstanding?

A: Mushrooms shouldn’t need a champion any more 
than lettuce does, but I know there’s more to it than that. 
The English were terrified of tomatoes for centuries, so 
I’ve read, because tomatoes are in the Nightshade family, 
a family famous for its poisonous plants, like belladonna 
and mandrake.
Gordon Wasson argued that whole peoples can be seen 
as mycophilic or mycophobic (either loving mushrooms 
or fearful of them). That’s a bit of an overstatement but 
it reveals a partial truth. By moving away from microbes 
as toxins and mushrooms as deadly poisonous, by seeing 
fungi as partners in
ecological homeostasis, we can dig ourselves out of our 
mental foxholes.

Q: Experience
What does it feel like in your body to be out foraging for 
mushrooms? What is your mind telling you versus what 
your body is telling you? Do you find the quest medita-
tive? If so how?

A: It might be close to surfing. You’re riding a wave 
or looking for the next big one. The body and all the 
senses are engaged in this pursuit. The mind, if there is 
any difference here, is performing like a computer or a 
GPS, calculating and re-calculating locations for possible 
mushroom discoveries. When you’re “into it,” that is, 
when hot weather, wet conditions, mosquitoes, and other 
distractions are “subdued,” you become a pre-historic 
hunter, or any other mammal, hunting prey. It’s Day 
One of an Eternal Present!

Chris asks Gary, 
Gary says “It’s 
Day One of an 
Eternal Present!”
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 2, 2009

“I keep thinking about the break down who we are, 
what we do and how can exchange happen in a way that 
makes mushroom-ness emerge rather than interpret. I 
think this is key- We can force the MIDDLE to emerge. 
We have to wait for the rain.” -Athena Kokoronis

Collaborators... 
Wait for the Rain
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 2, 2009



Big projects to work towards:
- Botanical Garden Tunnel: growth Installation
- Million Mycologists Project: artists+students
- Mycoremediation with Paul Stamets: Greenpoint!
- Mushroom Meal: all courses (all cultures) and mush-
room myths
- guerilla mushroom advertising/visual field guides
- charting the emergence of myco-amorism: in Gary, us, 
etc.
- movement! Athena choreographs hunting/ingestion

Notes from 
June 2nd: How 
to convert 
Mycophobes?
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 2, 2009

I tried to upload photos of yesterday’s mushroom hunt 
in Central Park (6/2/09) but a sign came up that said I 
wasn’t a member, whatever that means. However, we did 
find one nice fruiting of the Wine Cap, Stropharia rugo-
so-annulata. It was fruiting in fresh wood chip mulch 
placed about a young horse-chestnut sapling. On the 
way home I walked past the Alexander Von Humboldt 
bust at 77th and CPW. On the way I discovered the first 
catalpa in flower this year and the first ripe Juneberries 
(Amelanchier), which were quite good. Just up from Von 
Humboldt, around 78th and CPW there are two large 
trees in the park, each with a wound facing CPW, and in 
each wound there was a fruiting of the Dryad’s Saddle 
polypore, Polyporus squamosus. Closer to home (95th 
St.) the little brown gilled mushroom on wood chip 
mulch, Agrocybe dura, was fruiting, and in an area where 
a tree had once been, there was a fresh fruiting of the 
Inky Cap mushroom, Coprinus quadrifidus. Now with a 
rain dance or two we should have more mushrooms than 
we can handle. Let’s go for it.

Photo upload 
difficulty
Post by: Gary

Date  June 3, 2009



Hey everyone,

http://spreadsheets.google.com/ccc?key=rxpzbgFUwMlo
wjRD3Q7N3zg

Here is a preliminary list of disciplines/target groups/
cultures (x), relating them to possible events or means 
for engaging these groups (y) through what aspects of 
mushrooms they might be interested in/relate to/already 
have incorporated into their particular interests or 
culture. Please add and edit! Some clear trends begin to 
emerge...

Perhaps this kind of listing isn’t entirely necessary, as a 
lot of the overlap is actually quite intuitive, but I think 
it’s a good idea to enumerate these possible areas of 
common ground between all the disciplines/target 
groups/cultures we hope to create a dialogue between as 
we can all anticipate and keep our eyes open for some 
more obscure connections surfacing as we learn more.

Chris, this relates directly to the projects list you posted 
the other day. Let’s do some synthesizing of the two.

Converging 
around some 
“windows for 
engagement”
Post by: Kate

Date  June 3, 2009

Gary says: I suggest that we start with a grocery store 
“crawl” looking for mushrooms in the marketplace. 
Here’s what I found in Barzini’s today - a dozen different 
kinds. I expect Fairway, Whole Foods, Garden of Eden, 
Dean & DeLuca and others to offer additional kinds. 
Plus, there’s Arthur Avenue in the Bronx, Manhattan’s 
Chinatown (especially Kan Man on Canal), Queen’s 
Chinatown at the end of the #7 line, the Haitian market 
in Brooklyn and the Russian markets in Sheepshead Bay. 
All these plus Japanese and Korean and whatever else we 
can find. This might be a more inclusive way to involve 
people who might be interested in mushrooms but aren’t 
ready to take the leap into the wild.

Barzini’s:
Chant & Porto
Porc & Oyst
Enoki & Beech 

Grocery Store 
Naturalist (from 
Gary)
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 4, 2009

http://mushroomarchitecture.tumblr.com

Mushroom 
Architecture Blog by 
Kate and Caroline



 Yesterday Gary showed us a mushroom that, when 
sliced in half, reveals a great yellow that suddenly turns 
to blue as the air reaches it. The yellow is the secret life 
of the mushroom, the blue bleeds across the yellow in a 
minute or so (it’s oxidizing). Then, we ate June berries, 
which taste like a rose smells. They are only ripe for 8 
more days! I pulled them off the tree with my mouth, 
like a giraffe. Even after watching us happy snackers, 
many passersby asked: are those edible? This is the 
problem: How can we entice curiosity and adventure in 
the pedestrians who imagine a controlled line between 
nature and civilization? 

June 8th crawl 
notes
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 9, 2009

It has been raining in Northeastern PA almost every day.
The rain ceased for a bit on Tuesday afternoon, and while 
so, I was very fortunate to meet with a local forager, 
Nathaniel Whitmore. On his walk he pointed out the 
Reishi mushroom, a polypore, that we found on a decay-
ing log of Hemlock. He picked one and I picked one.

Nathanial suggested a broth. I cut it into some pieces so 
it would fit in a pot, and simmered it for half of a day. It 
came out so strong and woody tasting! I had read that 
Reishis are taken more often as a medicinal supplement, 
than taken as food. Any suggestions on how to prepare 
them. I am also wondering how to store them. I did use 
some of the broth in our sourdough starter.....

Since my first Reishi. I have found more:

http://www.herbs2000.com/herbs/herbs_reishi.htm

I keep spotting 
these....
Post by: Athena

Date  June 12, 2009



i’ve been experimenting with mushrooms as paint and 
paint as mushrooms.
This is a print I made with some kids I babysat in Idaho!

(Shitake mushrooms were used)

Mushrooms on 
Canvas
Post by: Chris

Date  June 15, 2009

Below a Linden Tree (One of Goethe’s favorites) Central 
Park NYC June 8, 2009)

I am ever so slowly communicating with mushrooms. 
Trying to come to terms that I will not understand them 
fully overnight. But there is such a desire and urgency 
to want to grasp and identify them overnight, because it 
seems as if they appear overnight and begin to decom-
pose the following day . Their lives seem short, but in 
fact their matter is long lasting. Unseen; underground,. 
existing in the air. For 9 days I have been studying some 
reishi (Ganoderma Lucidum or Ling Zhi in Chinese) that 
are appearing in Tyler Hill, PA. I have begun testing their 
culinary capacities. I have made some stock from them. 
And two nights ago I made a quinoa with the white 
edges I cut from one that is still attached to a Hemlock 
tree. This particular tree has 20 or so living on it. They 
are in arm’s reach. Every day I go to this tree to check the 
mushrooms. I do not know how long they will last. They 
are like clocks that tick in weather.

(in photo: J.W.Tufts)

The first reishi that I found, had two beetles mating on 
the underside, digging into it, and excreting their juices. 
The man, Nathaniel who I was with, noted he often 
sees these beetles under reishis and he believed they 
are some of the happiest and smartest insects on earth 
because they eat and play together one these magnificent 
polypore fungi.

Below a Linden 
Tree (One 
of Goethe’s 
favorites) Central 
Park NYC June 8, 
2009) I am ever so 
slow…
Post by: Athena

Date  June 17, 2009



I always find it interesting to search for available curricu-
lum on a certain topic, especially topics that are ecologi-
cal. The conventional process of placing parameters and 
procedures on the process of “how to facilitate learning” 
often times results in the hyper specialization of certain 
knowledge bases, instead of providing opportunities 
for engagement and a better understandings of systems 
through a focal lens (ie. mycology) sorely needed for our 
youth.

I wonder if StrataSpore can provide for educators and 
artists a model that deviates from a “knowledge cur-
riculum” to a “learning curriculum” in which participa-
tion and a more holistic approach to learning can find 
form. To distinguish, a knowledge curriculum consists 
of discrete packets of information being ingested by 
a learner from an expert (ie. a teacher reading from a 
book vocabulary words). In contrast, a learning cur-
riculum (a theoretical framework of situated learning 
processes) instead facilitates a relational activity system 
in which a learner and expert engage in some social 
practice together - through which learning processes 
and knowledge manifest organically. Gary for instance is 
facilitating a learning curriculum by inviting us to engage 
in the practice of foraging, identification and the social 
processes that occur therein. Gary represents for us a 
community of practice (a individual or group of experts 
which form through shared socio-cultural practices) in 
which we are becoming indoctrinated into. This access to 
participation I find so invaluable!

I’d be interested in Gary’s theory of learning and inter-
pretation of curriculum. How does one balance the need 
for experiential interplay, nomenclature and the overall 
disconnect from the natural being observed worldwide. 
Are there strategies or best practices that can address 
some of theses patterns?

Selected curriculum found:

Fungus Among Us
Liberation Ecology
Fungi Curriculum Pack
American Mushroom Workbook
Introduction to Fungi

Mushroom 
Ecology 
Curriculum
Post by: Chris

Date  June 17, 2009

Until Jeff Warren at the Media Lab finishes www.
mushroommap.com, look at this map.

MAPPING! 
crowd sourcing 
mushroom sitings
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 18, 2009

6

Fungus Among Us
S C I E N C E

Overview

Students will:
• Learn basic characteristics of the Fungus Kingdom.
• Identify the presence or absence of scientific methodology in published material.
• Understand antibiotic resistance as a microevolutionary event.

CA SCIENCE CONTENT STANDARDS GRADES 9-12: I Cell Biology 1. c. Students know how prokaryotic cells, eukaryotic cells, and 
viruses differ in complexity and general structure. Evolution 7. The frequency of an allele in a gene pool of a population depends on many factors and may be
stable or unstable over time. d. Students know variation within a species increases the likelihood that at least some members of a species will survive under
changed environmental conditions. Evolution 8. Evolution is the result of genetic changes that occur in constantly changing environments. a. Students know
how natural selection determines the differential survival of groups of organisms. b. Students know a great diversity of species increases the chance that at
least some organisms survive major changes in the environment. Investigation and Experimentation 1. Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful ques-
tions and conducting careful investigations. 

Science   • Terrain For Schools Guide

by Constace Anders

Terrain Article: “Got Milk,”
Fall 2005, pages 10-13.

Introduction

In 1928, Alexander Fleming
made a chance discovery.
He had been working with 
cultured bacteria and noticed
that several of his cultures
had become contaminated by
a mold. Fleming was stunned
to see that the bacteria located
near the mold had burst and
died. Could the fungal mold
have secreted a substance
that could kill bacteria? 

Fleming began investigating
this possibilit y. He brewed a broth of fungal chemicals and
tested them on a variet y of bacterium. The testing showed the
broth to be lethal for a wide spectrum of bacteria. Next Flem-
ing injected the active ingredient from the broth into mice to
see if his concoction was lethal to mammals as well as bacte-
ria. The mice lived! The possibilities for fighting 
infection were staggering. 

Fleming had discovered a substance that could kill disease
germs without hurting patients. The identit y of the fungal
mold that contaminated Fleming’s bacterial cultures was Peni-
cillium notatum. The antibiotic he had discovered was named
penicillin. Unfortunately, Fleming found penicillin difficult to
extract and purify, so he abandoned this line of research.

Fast forward to 1940. World War II is raging. Researchers

Howard Florey and Ernst Chain of Oxford Universit y are
frantically working on a miracle drug that could cure 
infections and save the troops. They decide to investigate 
penicillin and through repetition of Fleming’s work are able to
extract some of the active ingredient.  To test the drug’s
potency, they inject eight mice with deadly amounts of 
streptococcal bacteria.  One hour later, they inject only half of
the mice with penicillin.  Within 24 hours, the mice given
the strep germ alone are dead and the four mice given the
additional penicillin are alive!

But time is running out. Most of Europe has fallen to Hitler.
The Oxford researchers destroy their lab and escape with the
precious P. notatum spores rubbed into their clothes. The
Allied Powers set up a safe lab in Peoria, Illinois and this vital
effort continues. Production that had once been done on the
liter scale now increases to industrial levels. In order to find
more productive mold species, military pilots collect soil 
samples from around the globe. Scientists establish new 
fermentation techniques for the purpose of increasing 
production.  Penicillium chrysogenum replaces P. notatum as a
better source of penicillin.  This new drug is tested on mice,
then humans. By D-day, 1944, there is enough penicillin 
produced to help every Allied soldier survive. Thousands
upon thousands of soldiers’ lives are saved by the wonder
drug. Alexander Fleming, Howard Florey, and Ernst Chain
are awarded a Nobel Prize for their work. 

Penicillin has been used for over 60 years. Many other 
antibiotics have since been developed and used. No longer do
people die of infected cuts or TB or pneumonia – or do they?
Antibiotic resistant bacteria have evolved. How did this 
happen? And what does it mean for the future?



Looking for morels in Idaho and Oregon! I found 2 mo-
rels - not edible because they had aged too much. I did 
find lots of Boletes though! They are spongy and orange 
colored. You have to shave off the bottom and eat the top 
portion of the cap according to Idaho locals. So amazing!

Idaho/Oregon 
Adventures
Post by: Chris

Date  June 22, 2009

This year, Know You Mushrooms got the Best Feature 
Award at the Food Film Festival. See the shiitake ice 
cream and more here.

Food Film Festival
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 22, 2009



and got totally overwhelmed! couldn’t take two steps in 
any direction without spotting something fungal. in an 
hour I barely got through one side yard. check out the 
photos!

thank you rain, shady giant oak trees, and parents who 
both hate to mow and vehemently oppose pesticides 

Attempted the 
mushroom crawl 
in my parents’ 
yard upstate
Post by: Kate

Date  June 23, 2009

Found this tasty mushroom soup recipe on this edibles 
blog. Tried it with Idaho peeps yesterday - twas so tasty!

Morel Mushroom Soup:
Yield: 20-30 (large crowd)

This soup is flavorful, light and delicious. It can be served 
as an appetizer or luncheon entree. Because this soup 
has no cream - it freezes well. Serve the soup with a dark 
green leafy salad splashed with a fruity-vinaigrette. Cut 
the recipe down for a smaller crowd.

Ingredients:
8 ounces dried morels or fresh, if you are that lucky!
Boiling water to cover dry morels (reconstitute)
3 tablespoons olive oil
12 cups leeks, white part only - washed well and thinly 
sliced
10 cups white mushrooms – cleaned and thinly sliced
20 cups chicken broth (homemade or prepared) (
4 cups reserved mushrooms water, strained
2 tablespoons, butter, margarine, or additional olive oil
Green onion (to taste), cleaned and chopped

Directions:
Rinse the dried morels under cool water to remove the 
dirt and debris - reconstitute morels with boiling water, 
just to cover. Let sit until soft - cool.
Remove stems from the soaked morels, and cut into 
narrow spirals – (or kitchen scissors) Set aside stems and 
pieces that are not perfect for later use.
Place spiral cut morels in a bowl - strain the mushroom 
water with muslin or a fine mesh strainer to remove any 
unwanted particles missed in rinsing and reserve liquid 
for later use.
Heat the oil in a large heavy pot; add the leeks and sauté 
until tender.
Add the morel stems and additional bits that are not 
perfect, sauté for about 8 minutes.
Add the sliced white mushrooms and sauté for approxi-

mately 6 minutes.
Add the chicken broth and reserved morel water, and 
bring all ingredients to a boil.
Reduce heat once the rapid boil begins and cover with a 
lid. Cook on medium low and simmer for 30 minutes.
Remove the soup from the heat source and process in 
small batches in a food processor, a blender, processing 
wand, or a Vita Mix™. Puree until very smooth and 
place back in the original pot. Reheat soup if necessary 
to warm.
In a frying pan, add butter, margarine, or olive oil - sauté 
the spiral cut morels until tender, remove from the pan 
and top the soup with delicious morel morsels along 
with some chopped green onion.

Morel Mushroom 
Soup
Post by: Chris

Date  June 23, 2009



Now I understand why Paul Stammets sees mushrooms 
as Gaia’s neural network: “Nutrients can be shown 
to move between different plants through the fungal 
network. Carbon has been shown to move from birch 
trees into fir trees thereby promoting succession in 
ecosystems.” Ectomycorrhizas grow around the roots of 
plants and allow the root system to draw resources from 
a far wider territory.

Mycorrhiza and 
mutualism.... the 
Wood Wide Web
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 27, 2009

A $750,000 prize from a Dutch lottery to fight global 
warming will help two recent Rensselaer Polytechnic In-
stitute graduates launch a company that uses mushroom 
fungus to make insulation and packaging material.
read more here I spoke to Eben Bayer last night and we 
are in dialog for a project with his product. 

RPI grads get 
$750k for fungus 
insulation!
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 29, 2009



Leaf cutter ants have been farming for longer than we 
have. Plus, they farm a monoculture. In some species, the 
ants and fungi are dependent on each other for survival. 
Find out more about ants this summer and fall at the 
Smithsonian. 

Ants farm fungus!
Post by: Caroline

Date  June 30, 2009

Today, we were driving in PA and Athena spotted what 
she thinks is a Chicken of The Woods... to be identified 
later today. She said “you know, when you cook with 
something and you feel it, you know it better. I just 
cooked with a chicken of the woods, so I know this is it!”

Nathaniel Whitmore, the foraging expert, double 
checked the Chicken of the Woods in 4 books (many 
by Gary) and admitted that it’s the best edible around. 
We’ve been eating it for 2 days- What a great harvest 
from the woods of PA!

“My whole life, 
I’ve been looking 
for something to 
look for” -Athena
Post by: Caroline

Date  July 3, 2009



from Jeff Vail’s site

Rhizome takes it name from plants such as bamboo, as-
pen, or ginger that spread via a connected underground 
root system. As metaphor, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guat-
tari used rhizome to refer to a non-hierarchal form of 
organization. I have extended this metaphor, refering to 
rhizome as an alternative mode of human organization 
consisting of a network of minimally self-sufficient nodes 
that leverage non-hierarchal coordination of economic 
activity. The two keys concepts in my formulation of 
rhizome are 1) minimal self-sufficiency, which eliminates 
the dependencies that accrete hierarchy, and 2) loose and 
dynamic networking that uses the “small worlds” theory 
of network information processing to allow rhizome to 
overcome information processing burdens that normally 
overburden hierarchies.

Rhizome operates as the central metaphor of this blog, 
connecting the diverse themes of energy & peak oil 
(arguing that a rhizomatic organization is the most prac-
ticable solution to low-energy social coordination), geo-
politics & terrorism (as emergent non-state actors tend 
to embody many of rhizome’s organizational principles), 
to philosophy (arguing that rhizomatic organization is 
more compatible with humanity’s genetic ontogeny than 
the currently dominant hierarchal mode).

Several posts that elaborate on the application of rhi-
zome to human systems include:

1. Problem of Growth. A capstone formulation of why 
our societal structure is unsustainable, how rhizome 
presents a solution, and how to implement it.

2. Envisioning a Hamlet Economy. Big-picture concpe-
tion of how a rhizome economy will function.

3. Creating Resiliency and Stability in Horticulture. A 
more detailed analysis of how to implement a hybrid-
horticultural scheme at the level of the rhizome node.

4. Rhizome & Central Place Theory. In response to a 
comment, a more detailed discussion of how rhizome 
can grow amidst existing hierarchal structures.

5. Rhizome Network Defense. A review of a Cambridge 
team’s analysis of potential tacticts to defend rhizome 
structures against hierarchy.

What is Rhizome?
Post by: Caroline

Date  July 18, 2009
Chris Drury 
Mushroom 
Calendars
Post by: Caroline

Date  July 21, 2009



Not too deep in the woods, on the side of country road 
in Tyler Hill, PA, Jaquel Theis shared with me this morn-
ing, a Chicken of Woods experience. While on her run 
she spotted what we ended up eating for lunch today

Yesterday I returned the Sweet Tooth Mushrooms back 
to the countryside for an in time staff lunch.

Sauteed Sweet Tooth with chard and walnuts, and fleurs 
d’ sel on semolina toast. 

Instead of the 
supermarket; The 
Super Forest
Post by: Athena

Date  July 24, 2009

Working with Andrea Peterson of Hook Studios in Indi-
ana, we made paper by hand with mushroom inclusions.

Mushroom Paper
Post by: Caroline

Date  July 26, 2009



“You have to love dancing to stick to it. It gives you noth-
ing back, no manuscripts to store away, no paintings to 
show on walls and maybe hang in museums, no poems 
to be printed and sold, nothing but that single fleeting 
moment when you feel alive.” --Merce Cunningham, 
1919-2009

Feeling Alive
Post by: Caroline

Date  July 28, 2009

Yesterday, my friend saw that the chicken of the woods 
mushroom didn’t kill me, so she decided to eat one 
herself! Now she loves it and wants to find more. Today, 
she showed me this:

“Although most people see Christmas as a Christian 
holiday, most of the symbols and icons we associate 
with Christmas celebrations are actually derived from 
the shamanistic traditions of the tribal peoples of pre-
Christian Northern Europe. The sacred mushroom of 
these people was the red and white amanita muscaria 
mushroom … These peoples lived in dwellings made of 
birch and reindeer hide, called ‘yurts.’ Somewhat similar 
to a teepee, the yurt’s central smoke hole is often also 
used as an entrance. After gathering the mushrooms 
from under the sacred trees where they appeared, the 
shamans would fill their sacks and return home. Climb-
ing down the chimney-entrances, they would share out 
the mushroom’s gifts with those within … Santa also 
dresses like a mushroom gatherer. When it was time to 
go out and harvest the magical mushrooms, the ancient 
shamans would dress much like Santa, wearing red and 
white fur-trimmed coats and long black boots.” -Dana 
Larsen, “The Psychedelic Secrets of Santa Claus” Can-
nabis Culture, Marijuana Magazine, Dec 18th, 2003

To this day Siberian shamans dress in ceremonial red 
and white fur-trimmed jackets to gather the magic 
mushrooms. First they pick and place the mushrooms to 
partially dry on nearby pine boughs which prepares them 
for ingestion and makes the load lighter. This is why we 
decorate our Christmas trees with ornaments and bulbs, 
because the gatherers would always adorn trees with 
drying mushrooms. Next the shaman collects his red 
and white presents in a sack and proceeds to travel from 
house to house delivering them. During Siberian winters, 
the snow piles up past the doors of their yurts (huts), 
so the red and white clad shaman must climb down the 
smoke-hole (chimney) to deliver the presents in his sack. 
Finally the appreciative villagers string the mushrooms 
up or put them in stockings hung affront the fire to dry. 
When they awake in the morning, their presents from 
under the pine tree are all dried and ready to eat.

“The amanita mushroom needs to be dried before being 

consumed; the drying process reduces the mushroom’s 
toxicity while increasing its potency. The shaman would 
guide the group in stringing the mushrooms and hang-
ing them around the hearth-fire to dry. This tradition 
is echoed in the modern stringing of popcorn and other 
items.” -Dana Larsen, “The Psychedelic Secrets of Santa 
Claus” Cannabis Culture, Marijuana Magazine, Dec 
18th, 2003

Santa Claus was 
a Mushroom 
Shaman!?
Post by: Caroline

Date  August 2, 2009



Mushrooms Grow 
out of Chairs
Post by: Caroline

Date  August 2, 2009

The equivalent of “Wildman Steve Brill” in Chicago - is 
Nancy Klemm and she is magical.

Some mushrooms the peeps at the Illinois Mycological 
Society are talking about:

Laetiporus sulphureus
The Sulfur Shelf, named for it’s sulfur-yellow pore sur-
face. It’s a choice edible some people, but not for all.

Lycoperdon pyriforme
A common site is Kettle Moraine State Park in SE 
Wisconsin, which isn’t quite the Chicago area, but it’s 
pretty close.

Polyporus squamosus
A good edible when young and tender. The unusual 
watermelon rind flavor and smell puts some people off.

Mushrooms of 
the Chicago 
Region
Post by: Chris

Date  August 11, 2009

http://www.mediamatic.net/page/103758/en



Not that everyday doesn’t have the potential to be a 
mushroom day, but it’s just that on some days there’s 
a better chance of visibility (time has something to do 
with it.) I think it had rained in Beach Lake earlier in 
the Morning. Jaquel and I rode by car. On the way to 
Mildred’s Lane I was looking up and in the trees I saw a 
mushroom (identified as a Climacodon Septentrionale 
or, common name: North Tooth). Jaquel smoothly 
backed up three trees, and up above, in the heart of a 
maple (sugar), a brain-like, white/ish mushroom sig-
nalled. Getting back into the car after photographing it 
with the camera on my computer, we proceeded to work 
I tend to think about mushrooms when I am in a car. I 
pan the trees, the ground, the sky. Attuning to elements 
through touch. Feeling the weather. Moving along into 
it. It carries affect. Moving along in the car, I was dropped 
off along the middle of the wooded drive. I have had a 
spot all summer long that I watched and continuously 
find Black Trumpet mushrooms. They like the Shag 
bark Hickory trees and there are many. This wooded 
area had been logged the summer before and the fallen 
trees in the forest now allow for bigger diffused pockets 
of light to touch the ground. The ground was wet, the air 
moist, the Black Trumpets present this morning. This 
particular spot is flat, with a gentle, subtly higher ground 
on both sides of the patch. I gathered mushrooms 
into the straw hat I was using for a container. I moved 
through the woods along this new habitual path my 
body seems to follow

Today was a 
mushroom day
Post by: Athena

Date  August 11, 2009

This is where the cool kids will be in September:

[BOT 361] Mushroom Mania
X
Mushroom Mania

Certificate Elective, Classroom Hours: 12

Labor Day through Halloween is one of the best times to 
harvest a host of wild mushrooms in our area. Learn how 
to identify many of these species, how to differentiate ed-
ible from poisonous kinds, and where they tend to grow. 
Survey the great variety of mushrooms in our region and 
learn the differences between groups of mushrooms, es-
pecially look-alikes. An optional post-course trip to Bear 
Mountain to collect mushrooms can be arranged if a day 
can be agreed upon and enough cars are available.

$280, but well worth it!
We’ll be having Sunday Readings to compliment the 
class time. 

Sign up for Gary’s 
Mushroom Mania 
Class at NYBG
Post by: Caroline

Date  August 24, 2009

Gary Lincoff



 http://ubu.artmob.ca/sound/dial_a_poem_poets/corpse/
Corpse_12_cage.mp3 

Mureau (comes 
from the word, 
“music” and 
“Thoureau”)
Post by: Athena

Date  August 29, 2009

howdy all!

Went foraging for mushrooms in my hometown - Ring-
wood, NJ!
Visited the Weis Ecology Center which is ironically 
located next to the states largest superfund site the 
Ringwood Mines Site. And still mushrooms fruit and 
bloom - most likely remediating the site naturally. Oh I 
want to disperse spores all over this massive wound and 
let mushrooms do what they do best!

Foraging in New 
Jersey
Post by: Chris

Date  September 3, 2009

Gary Lincoff



It’s been an amazing weekend in PA with Gary and 
many others! I was blown away when Gary said: The 
most complex organ ever evolved on earth is the brain. 
Computer networks approach this level of complexity, 
and the only other thing that mimics this is the mycellial 
network in the soil- for mushrooms. It’s a recent con-
nection for scientists to understand the fruiting body as 
connected to this underground complexity, and that’s 
wild because it takes up 1/10th of the soil! Without it, 
nothing would be sustained.

Whats the oldest thing in NYC? Older than the native 
americans, older than plants? mushrooms. The shelf 
mushroom. We are terrestrial because mushrooms 
allowed the plants to latch on to rocks, by decomposing 
matter into soil. If they didn’t exist, we would all be fish!

Weekend Foray at 
Mildred’s Lane
Post by: Caroline

Date  September 7, 2009

Athena’s dream come true- old transportation tunnels 
used for mushrooms! In Australia the Li-Sun Exotic 
Mushroom Farm (owned by Dr. Noel Arrold) grows de-
licious Shimeji and Chestnut mushrooms. It’s southwest 
of the city, in Mittagong.

The idea of re-purposing abandoned civic infrastructure 
as a site for myco-agriculture was intriguing, to say the 
least, so we were thrilled when Dr. Arrold kindly agreed 
to take the time to give us a tour (Li-Sun is not usually 
open to the public).

Dr. Arrold has been growing mushrooms in the Mit-
tagong tunnel for more than twenty years, starting with 
ordinary soil-based white button mushrooms and Cr-
emini, before switching to focus on higher maintenance 
(and more profitable) exotics such as Shimeji, Wood-ear, 
Shiitake, and Oyster mushrooms.

[Images: (top) Dr. Arrold with a bag of mushroom 
spawn. He keeps his mushroom cultures in test-tubes 
filled with boiled potato and agar, and initially incubates 
the spawn on rye or wheat grains in clear plastic bags 
sealed with sponge anti-mould filters before transfer-
ring it to jars, black bin bags, or plastic-wrapped logs; 
(middle) Shimeji and (bottom) pink oyster mushrooms 
cropping on racks inside the tunnel. Dr. Arrold came up 
with the simple but clever idea of growing mushrooms in 
black bin bags with holes cut in them. Previously, mush-
rooms were typically grown inside clear plastic bags. 
The equal exposure to light meant that the mushrooms 
fruited all over, which made it harder to harvest without 
missing some].

A microbiologist by training, Dr. Arrold originally 
imported his exotic mushroom cultures into Australia 
from their traditional homes in China, Japan, and Korea. 
Like a latter-day Tradescant, he regularly travels abroad 
to keep up with mushroom growing techniques, share 
his own innovations (such as the black plastic grow-bags 
shown above), and collect new strains.

He showed us a recent acquisition, which he hunted 

down after coming across it in his dinner in a café in 
Fuzhou, and which he is currently trialling as a potential 
candidate for cultivation in the tunnel. Even though all 
his mushroom strains were originally imported from 
overseas (disappointingly, given its ecological uniqueness, 
Australia has no exciting mushroom types of its own), 
Dr. Arrold has refined each variety over generations to 
suit the conditions in this particular tunnel.

Since there is currently only one other disused railway 
tunnel used for mushroom growing in the whole of 
Australia, his mushrooms have evolved to fit an ex-
tremely specialised environmental niche: they are species 
designed for architecture.

[Images: (top) Logs on racks (Taiwanese style) and 
mounted on the wall (Chinese style) in the tunnel; 
(bottom) Wood-ear mushrooms grow through diagonal 
slashes in plastic bags filled with chopped wheat straw].

The tunnel for which these mushrooms have been so 
carefully developed is 650 metres long and about 30 
metres deep. Buried under solid rock and deprived of the 
New South Wales sunshine, the temperature holds at 
a steady 15❧ Celsius. The fluorescent lights flick on at 
5:30 a.m. every day, switching off again exactly 12 hours 
later. The humidity level fluctuates seasonally, and would 
reach an unacceptable aridity in the winter if Dr. Arrold 
didn’t wet the floors and run a fogger during the coldest 
months.

In all other respects, the tunnel is an unnaturally accu-
rate concrete and brick approximation of the prevail-
ing conditions in the mushroom-friendly deep valleys 
and foggy forests of Fujian province. This inadvertent 
industrial replicant ecosystem made me think of Swiss 
architecture firm Fabric’s 2008 proposal for a “Tower of 
Atmospheric Relations” (pdf).

[Image: Renderings of Fabric’s “Tower of Atmospheric 
Relations,” showing the stacked volumes of air and the 
resulting climate simulations].

Fabric’s ingenious project is designed to generate a vary-
ing set of artificial climates (such as the muggy heat of 
the Indian monsoon, or the crisp air of a New England 
autumn day) entirely through the movements of the 
air that is trapped inside the tower’s architecture (i.e. by 
means of convection, condensation, thermal inertia, and 
so on).

Tunnels for 
Mushrooms
Post by: Caroline

Date  September 11, 2009



If you could perhaps combine this kind of atmosphere-
modifying architecture with today’s omnipresent vertical 
farm proposals, northern city dwellers could simultane-
ously avoid food miles and continue to enjoy bananas.

[Images: (top) Li-Sun employees unwrap mushroom logs 
before putting them on racks in the tunnel. The logs are 
made by mixing steamed bran or wheat, sawdust from 
thirty-year-old eucalyptus, and lime in a concrete mixer, 
packing it into plastic cylinders, and inoculating them 
with spawn. (middle) Fruiting Shiitake logs on racks in 
the tunnel. Once their mushrooms are harvested, the 
logs make great firewood. (bottom) The Shiitake log 
shock tank – Dr. Arrold explained that the logs crop 
after one week in the tunnel, and then sit dormant for 
three weeks, until they are “woken up” with a quick soak 
in a tub of water, after which they are productive for 
three or four more weeks. “Shiitake,” said Dr. Arrold, in 
a resigned tone, “are the most trouble – and the biggest 
market.”]

Outside of the tunnel, Dr. Arrold also grows Enoki, King 
Brown, and Chestnut mushrooms. These varieties prefer 
different temperatures (6❧, 17❧, and 18❧ Celsius 
respectively), so they are housed in climate-controlled 
Portakabins.

[Images: (top) The paper cone around the top of the 
enoki jar helps the mushrooms grow tall and thin. 
(second) Chestnut mushrooms grow in jars for seven 
weeks: four to fruit, and three more to sprout to harvest 
size above the jar’s rim. (third) Thousands of mushroom 
jars are stacked from floor to ceiling. Dr. Arrold starting 
growing these mushroom varieties in jars two years ago, 
and hasn’t had a holiday since. (fourth) Empty mush-
room jars are sterilised in the autoclave between crops, so 
that disease doesn’t build up. (bottom) The clean jars are 
filled with sterilised substrate using a Japanese-designed 
machine, before being inoculated with spawn].

The fact that the King Brown and Chestnut mushrooms 
only thrive at a higher temperature than the railway 
tunnel provides makes their cultivation much more 
expensive. Their ecosystem has to be replicated mechani-
cally, rather than occuring spontaneously within disused 
infrastructure.

I couldn’t help but wonder whether there might be 
another tunnel, cave, or even abandoned bunker in 
New South Wales that currently maintains a steady 
17❧ Celsius and is just waiting to be colonised by King 
Brown mushrooms growing, like ghostly thumbs, out of 
thousands of glass jars.

[Image: Temperature map of the London Underground 
system (via the BBC, where a larger version is also 
available), compiled by Transport for London’s “Cool the 
Tube” team].

In the UK, for instance, Transport for London has 
kindly provided this fascinating map of summertime 
temperatures on various tube lines. Most are far too 
hot for mushroom growing (not to mention commuter 
comfort). Nonetheless, perhaps the estimated £1.56 
billion cost of installing air-conditioning on the surface 
lines could be partially recouped by putting some of the 
system’s many abandoned service tunnels and shafts 
to use cultivating exotic fungi. These mushroom farms 
would be buried deep under the surface of the city, colo-
nizing abandoned infrastructural hollows and attracting 
foodies and tourists alike.

[Image: A very amateur bit of Photoshop work: Li-Sun 
Mushrooms as packaged for Australian supermarket 
chain Woolworths, re-imagined as Bakerloo Line Oyster 
Mushrooms].

Service shafts along the hot Central line might be perfect 
for growing Chestnut Mushrooms, while the margin-
ally cooler Bakerloo line has several abandoned tunnels 
that could replicate the subtropical forest habitat of the 
Oyster Mushroom. And – unlike Dr. Arrold’s Li-Sun 
mushrooms, which make no mention of their railway 
tunnel origins on the packaging – I would hope that 
Transport for London would cater to the locavore trend 
by labeling its varietals by their line of origin.

[Images: Shiitake logs on racks in the Mittagong mush-
room tunnel].

Speculation aside, our visit to the Mittagong Mushroom 
Tunnel was fascinating, and Dr. Arrold’s patience in 
answering our endless questions was much appreciated. 
If you’re in Australia, it’s well worth seeking out Li-Sun 
mushrooms: you can find them at several Sydney mar-
kets, as well as branches of Woolworths.

It would be cool to do some crowd-sourcing from our 
group and get everyone to tell some stories that we can 
think about when we are dancing, mushroom hunting, 
or getting to know each other.
At some point in our rehearsal last night we were talking 
about getting lost. I wanted to share the story of when 
I got lost in the forest in Finland. It was in the winter, 
when there was only about 3 hours of dim light per day.

One winter day in Finland I took a walk into a big forest 
with a mushroom expert. After 15 minutes with my head 
down following a network of puddles, I looked up and 
didn’t see Miyuki. The sun was about to set for the next 
20 hour stretch of night and I couldn’t see the edge of 
the forest where we entered. Any sounds I made were 
instantly absorbed by the trees and moss.

I had never been so scared. I yelled for my mushroom 
expert. I calculated the fact that I knew exactly nothing 
about what to eat where I was. I realized I would defi-
nitely never leave this forest. My sense of direction was 
confused by my anxiety, and now I was suddenly hungry, 
starving. I couldn’t tell if it was dark outside of the forest 
yet, but the light was gradually becoming so dim that I 
didn’t see more than 10 feet in any direction. Everything 
was fading.

I gave up and lay down on the moss, hoping to sleep for 
20 hours until the sun came back to show me my path. 
After a few minutes on my back I got impatient. In a 
rage I stood up. I closed my eyes and spun around until 
I felt that I was facing the direction I came from. I ran in 
that direction for a short distance, like 20 feet.

The road appeared, so innocently, as if it was always 
there. The dehabilitating fear was wonderfully humbling. 
Miyuki was standing on the side of the road, stooped 
over some mushrooms. She was calm, as if nothing had 
happened.

When I go mushroom hunting I get a little lost, but it 
seems under control because I am following the dots.
Does anyone else have a good tale of getting lost? 

Stories about 
getting Lost
Post by: Cassie

Date  September 17, 2009(CONTINUED) Tunnels for 
Mushrooms



Follow the links to find the best websites for teaching 
about mushrooms. In the list below, you’ll find awesome 
professional websites, photography, directories to more 
mushroom websites, Tom Volk’s novel mushroom of the 
month, and information about truffles, lichens and slime 
molds. These resources are designed as a starting place to 
get students interested in learning more about fungi.
Professional Sites

* Amanitas: Rod Tulloss
* Boletaceae: Roy Halling
* The Fifth Kingdom
* Fungi Growing on Wood: Emberger, Gary
* Index Fungorum
* MushroomExpert
* NCBI Taxonomy Browser
* NY Botanical Garden Herbarium
* Pacific NorthWest Key Council keys
* Russula News: Bart Buyck
* Tom Volk’s Fungi
* Website on Fungi: George Barron

General

* Acta Fungorum (Italy)
* British Mycological Society: free resource for teachers 
to download material on fungi
* Encyclopedia of Life/Fungi
* Fun Facts About Fungi
* Fungi For Fun
* FungiPhotos and Mushroom University
* Gary Lincoff ’s Pages
* Lichens of North America
* Mushroom Observer
* MushroomTheJournal
* MykoWeb
* MyxoWeb - a virtual field guide to myxomycetes
* North American Mushroom Basics
* North American Truffling Society
* NorthEast Mycological Federation
* Paul Stamets: Fungi Perfecti
* Tom Volk’s Fungus of the Month 

Online Teaching 
Resources
Post by: Chris

Date  September 20, 2009

In preparing for a panel on zines and alternative publish-
ing, I came across this zine Radical Mycology. I thought I 
would share. A pdf of the full zine is available for down-
load at: http://zinelibrary.info/radical-mycology-0

Radical Mycology
Post by: Erin

Date  September 22, 2009



from dinner:

- Jennifer “that dome of sound from always empty 
(meditation) bowls.”
- Gary “trying to put flesh on dead names.” 

“When ‘experts’ 
bask in the glory 
of explanation, 
they stop 
looking.” -Gary 
Lincoff
Post by: Caroline

Date  September 24, 2009

“I was rather bad at school. I’m not good at being taught. 
I need to feel out information and knowledge and 
understanding in my own way.” -oliver sacks

Feeling out 
Information
Post by: Caroline

Shane and I found these while hiking in our back yard. 
Can you help me identify?

What are these?
Post by: Abby Lutz

Date  September 28, 2009



Start with a few specimens to work with, I urge patience; 
let them sit in a dry place for 4-5 days (no more than 
a week, as bugs will take residence in the mushrooms 
rather quickly). I advise against washing the mushrooms; 
they aren’t really very dirty, and the added water will 
hamper your drying and curing efforts. If necessary, 
just brush the mushroom off well with a big, soft dry 
paintbrush. After the resting period, warm up your oven 
to 250 degrees, and place the mushrooms directly on 
the middle rack in the warm oven and leave them for 3 
hours. After three hours, turn the heat up to 325 and let 
the mushrooms bake for another hour. Your abode will 
have taken on a very mushroom-y aroma at this point. 
This heating period is sufficient to drive out any insects 
that may have taken up residence in the mushroom and, 
as a critical procedure in the successful preservation of 
your prize, must not be skipped! Turn off the oven and 
leaving the mushrooms within, allow everything to cool 
back down to room temperature with the oven door 
cracked open a few inches.

It is now time to trim your mushroom shelf. Note that 
your mushroom has spent it’s life on the trunk of a tree, 
and so its back will be curved at the point of attach-
ment. Since it’s new point of attachment will be against 
a flat wall, you must cut away the curved portion before 
we can continue. The image above shows the cured 
mushroom with a red line indicating where the cut will 
be made, and the saw I like to use to make the cut. The 
saw is nothing fancy or expensive; in fact it is the cheap-
est mitre saw available from the hardware store (seven 
dollars maybe?) but works very well. Please do not, under 
any circumstances, attempt to use any power hand tool 
(circular saw, jig saw, etc.) for this procedure. The mush-
rooms, with their irregular surface and shape, are diffi-
cult to hold steady and almost impossible to clamp; they 
are tough and have an irregular “grain”; any attempt to 
make this cut with any tool other than a nice slow, steady 
hand saw could result in disastrous injury or worse! Keep 
it simple! No power tools for this part please! Before 
making your cut, study the image below representing the 
side view of 2 mushroom shelves mounted on the wall, 
the aim of which is to convey the necessity of making 
your cut at a 90 degree angle to the “shelf ” surface of the 

mushroom, so that when it is mounted on the wall, it 
sits straight out. If you start cutting without visualizing 
this, then you may make your cut at an unfortunate 
angle, and when mounted flush against the wall, the 
mushroom shelf may either point downward (bad, as 
nothing will stay put on your shelf) or upward (not as 
bad, but still not good).

Now, keeping your saw blade straight up and down at 
a 90 degree angle to the shelf surface of the mushroom, 
grasp the mushroom firmly and slowly begin to cut 
into the mushroom at a point that will allow all of the 
curved back portion to be cut away; the picture should 
help visualize this. Go slow, remember your angle, and 
use steady downward pressure as you saw. Easy does it! 
If you aren’t used to using a hand saw, practice on some 
scrap wood first, and for safety, go ahead and wear a 
heavy leather glove on the hand that you are grasping 
the mushroom with.

Done! It only takes a few minutes! The photo below 
shows the raggedy back portion we wanted to get rid of, 
and our new mushroom shelf with a nice, flat back. Nice!

Now we need to address how the mushroom shelf 
will attach to the wall. I like to use these hangers often 
referred to as “keyhole hangers” that my local hardware 
store stocks-- yours probably stocks them as well; if you 
don’t see them, just ask! These work well because once 
mounted to the mushroom, they are completely flush 
with its back surface, and allow the mushroom to be held 
tightly against the wall using a common drywall screw 
as a hanger. You may be able to devise another way of 
hanging, but remember that it must not protrude out 
from the back of your shelf, or the shelf will not be held 
against the wall securely. If you opt to use the keyhole 
hangers, the next step is to trace the shape of the hanger 
onto the center of the back of the mushroom as pictured 
below. Then, using the tracing as a guide, I use a tiny 
sanding drum on my dremel tool to grind out that area 
to a depth of about 1/8”, or enough so that the hanger 
sits flush with (or slightly below) the surface of the 
shelf. If you don’t have a dremel tool, you may be able 
to use a sharp knife or woodcarving tool to cut around 
the diameter of the tracing, then carefully chip out the 
middle part. I scooped the area directly behind the actual 
keyhole a little deeper than the rest to accommodate the 
screw head from which the shelf will hang.

Mushroom Shelf!
Post by: Caroline

Date  October 3, 2009 from the back of your shelf, or the shelf will not be held 
against the wall securely. If you opt to use the keyhole 
hangers, the next step is to trace the shape of the hanger 
onto the center of the back of the mushroom as pictured 
below. Then, using the tracing as a guide, I use a tiny 
sanding drum on my dremel tool to grind out that area 
to a depth of about 1/8”, or enough so that the hanger 
sits flush with (or slightly below) the surface of the 
shelf. If you don’t have a dremel tool, you may be able 
to use a sharp knife or woodcarving tool to cut around 
the diameter of the tracing, then carefully chip out the 
middle part. I scooped the area directly behind the actual 
keyhole a little deeper than the rest to accommodate the 
screw head from which the shelf will hang.

The image below shows that the shape of the hanger 
has been ground out with the dremel tool. I then paint 
that area with some acrylic paint (here I used blue for 
visibility) to seal that surface. It is important to make 
sure that no bare mushroom surface remains when we 
are done, because a bare mushroom surface presents a 
point of entry for mushroom hungry bugs! Maybe you 
noticed that one of the hanger depressions is sideways 
on the flatter mushroom; Keyhole hangers work best 
straight up and down (the keyhole slips over the screw 
head protruding from your wall, then the shelf is pulled 
down until the screw head is “locked” behind the narrow 
part of the keyhole) but they also work sideways, though 
maybe not quite as securely (keyhole slips over screw 
head protruding from the wall, then the shelf is pulled 
sideways slightly until the screw head is locked behind 
the narrow part of the keyhole). If your mushroom is 
too thin to accommodate the hanger vertically, then go 
ahead and put it on horizontally.

The image below depicts the hanger being affixed to 
the back of the shelf using wood screws. A little glue 
may be smeared on the screws first for added security, if 
you like. When the screw is screwed all the way down, 
and starts to feel tight, stop screwing! If you keep going, 
thinking you will get it really tight, you will probably 
end up stripping out the hole, and your screw will not 
anchor the hanger to the mushroom effectively! If this 
happens (indicated by the screw suddenly turning very 
easily even though it is all the way in) back the screw out, 
fill the hole with wood glue, then put the screw back in 
and leave it until the glue dries; it will be fine. I bring 
this point up because, although woody, the mushroom is 
not as dense as real wood, and is more prone to stripping 
when the screw is over tightened.
Almost done! Now it is time to completely seal the 
surface of the mushroom. I use a clear, matte finish, 

lacquer-type spray from the craft supply store. I have also 
used clear krylon protective spray from the hardware 
store (in the spray paint aisle). You may experiment with 
gloss or satin finishes as well; I found that the matte 
finish doesnt darken or discolor the mushrooms as much 
as a gloss finish, for some reason, and leaves the surface 
looking just as natural as it looked growing on the tree. 
It is probably worth gathering a few extra mushrooms 
(maybe the less perfect looking ones) to try different 
sprays on. Go outside for this, and spray every surface of 
the mushroom thoroughly. Spray the top, the bottom, 
turn it and spray the back. Dont be shy; it is important 
that every crack and pore gets completely sealed-- apply 
a heavy coat, and allow it to dry for an hour. Then go out 
and apply another heavy coat of spray. Let that dry, then 
apply a final, lighter coat over every surface of the mush-
room. Let the mushroom dry according to the directions 
on the spray can-- probably 24 hours. When I am spray-
ing my mushrooms, I really saturate the surface with the 
first coat, and the surface looks dark, but lightens back 
up as the coating dries.

To finish the mushrooms, I like to trace around the 
back of the mushroom onto a piece of marbled paper. 
I think felt might also be nice. I then trim around the 
outline, and glue the paper backing onto the back of the 
mushroom using a thick white craft glue. After the back-
ing is dry, the keyhole shape can be cut out easily with an 
exacto blade.

Finished mushroom shelves!



October 5th was conceptual food event catered and 
concieved by us. All of us shared a common belief that 
food is and/or accompanies the potentiality of knowledge 
and dialogue. We began to make a connection between 
Oysters of the water and Oysters of the land...

October 6th we merged individuals’ experience between 
the forest and that moment. Kate built and poured a 
foundation for Gary to build and lose himself while dis-
connected and connected improvisation came from be-
low, and at the middle Monique, Chris, Cassie, Kensaku, 
Caroline, and Yuko, “worked” spoke, stood, meditated, 
and witnessed a span of time with the trees and others.

“Where Art and Politics Mingled
In New York, Chicago, and elsewhere throughout the 
1910s, practitioners of the various arts enthusiastically 
socialized with radical political thinkers. Many of the 
artists and intellectuals of Greenwich Village were mem-
bers of the Liberal Club, formed in 1913 by Henrietta 
Rodman, a New York City schoolteacher who believed 
in, among other things, sexual freedom for women. The 
Liberal Club was billed as “A Meeting Place for Those 
Interested in New Ideas.” It also served alcohol and 
had dancing. Some members of the club wrote one-act 
plays that the others staged, and this faction of the club 
evolved into the Washington Square Players (later the 
Theatre Guild); the group also included some of the 
future Provincetown Players. Other meetings of minds 
in the Village took place at the mural-filled apartment 
of painters William and Marguerite Zorach and at 
Polly’s Restaurant (which was on the ground floor of the 
building that housed the Liberal Club and was run by an 
Illinois-born anarchist named Paula Holladay), where the 
food was cheap and the politics were radical.”

I would like to mine and magnify the site-specificity of 
Washington Square Park and it’s mycorrhizal networks 
“Below”.

I am particularly interested in Polly’s restaurant. How 
was this meeting place a platform for collectivity, 
dialogue, while eating. Was it subtle? What is the scene? 
What was this anarchist’s restaurant ?

Mushrooms seem like the perfect ingredient to start 
with..... 

Mining 
Washington 
Square park 
(digging Below to 
the Middle)
Post by: Athena

Date  October 7, 2009

Truffles, I once read, used to be abundant and cheap 
enough to appear on almost every page in a cookbook 
intended for the lower and middle classes. In nineteenth-
century France, truffles were regarded as an everyday 
food, rather than an elusive, expensive, and unquestion-
ably elite treat.
However, the trenches, tanks, and shrapnel of World 
War I didn’t just wipe out an entire generation; they also 
redesigned the landscape of northern France. Formerly 
verdant arable land, studded with clumps of truffle-
hosting beech, hazel, and oak trees, was replaced with 
a muddy moonscape. Thus deprived of its habitat, the 
truffle harvest shrank to a tiny fraction of its former size, 
and its value rose accordingly.

While trying – unsuccessfully – to find the original 
source for this story, I realised that the abundant truffles 
in question would most likely have been the grey Tuber 
Uncinatum, or Burgundy truffle, whose ecological range 
includes northern France, rather than the more highly 
prized black Périgord variety, Tuber melanosporum, 
which prefers a Mediterranean climate. (The latter has 

seen its harvest size shrink dramatically too, but for dif-
ferent reasons.)

Nonetheless, the fact remains: truffles are a casualty of 
war.

Since landscape redesign is a constant military preoc-
cupation, from Roman generals salting the fields of 
Carthage to U.S. soldiers spraying Agent Orange over 
Vietnam, one wonders how many foods have been re-
moved from the menu by war? Entire flavour experienc-
es, culinary traditions, and ways of life: the unremarked, 
monument-less victims of agro-ecological combat.

From Edible Geography

War on truffles
Post by: Chris

Date  October 14, 2009



“Apparently, we no longer have these problems. Histori-
cal science has been constituted against fictionalized 
history and the historical novel, It was for this purpose 
that historians of the old school extolled the rigorous in-
spection of sources and the critisism of documents. It was 
for this purpose that historians of the new school have 
studied up on geography, statistics, and demography. 
Thus the materials of construction in historical study 
had to be sheltered from the fables of opinion and the 
twists of hack writers. What remains is that the materials 
are nothing without the architecture. We know that, in 
the usual sense of the expression-to know something is 
not to have to think about it. What we avoid considering 
is simply this: History is, in the final analysis susceptible 
to only one type of architecture, always the same one- a 
series of events happens to such and such a subject.....”
From The Names of History, Jaques Ranciere

Today Ken, Jackie, Andrew and I began to rehearse, 
“Below at the Middle”.

Our Agenda was:
To meet in Washington Square Park
We met in front (or south) of the arch.
Rain concepts, structures, agenda discussed.
Walked to “the tree” NW corner
Warm up led by Jackie Dodd
Walk individually through and around the park.
Examine surroundings.
Gather group
Walked to a basketball court
Show and Tell and teach material gathered from Wash-
ington Square park at the court.

Digging 
Below.......
Post by: Athena

Date  October 14, 2009

Join artist & mycologist Phil Ross for a presentation on 
his newest projects, which include growing a building 
out of living fungus, a trilogy of documentary videos 
on microorganisms, and a garden folly classrooom for 
the Oxbow High school in Napa. Topics discussed will 
include the process by which he is making his fungus 
building, his ideas on gardening, and the philosophic 
implications of microscopy.

Phil Ross is an artist, curator, and educator who places 
natural systems within a frame of social and historic con-
texts. Phil’s living artworks are grown into being over the 
course of several years, integrating traditional 
manufacturing techniques with practices and 
technologies from disparate fields. In 2007 Phil 
currated an exhibition on biotechnology for the 
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, and he is the 
founder and director of CRITTER, a salon for 
the natural sciences located in San Francisco’s 
Mission District.

From Machine Projects

Growing a 
building out of 
living fungus
Post by: Chris

Date  October 15, 2009



Hi guys, my first writing here.
We had great rehearsal on last Wed.!

We walked around the Washington Sq. with Athena, 
Andrew, Jessica, and me, being inspired by the layout of a 
circle there or the symmetry of the arch.
We made up some gestures and tried some phrase work 
in a basketball court.

Well, it seems to be developing more and more!

See you in the next reh!
Sorry for the bad English...

Kensaku 

Rehearsal on 
October 14th
Post by: Ken

Date  October 17, 2009

Klaus Weber has conducted research into a special type 
of funghi, Agaricus bitorquis, which is more commonly 
known as the ‘sidewalk’ mushroom. This wild, edible 
mushroom tastes slightly of hazelnut and often grows 
beneath tarmac, strong enough to push up concrete and 
break through asphalt.

For his gallery-sited exhibition at Cubitt, Weber laid soil 
inoculated with mushroom culture, which was then cov-
ered with tarmac suggestive of an urban fragment. Dur-
ing the course of the exhibition the culture will slowly 
grow and a laboratory in a wooden hut will be equipped 
with the technology to conduct research, cultivate and 
monitor the growth of the fungi. Mushroom culture will 
be available for visitors to take away from the exhibition.

Klaus Weber: art, 
concrete and 
mushrooms ‘04
Post by: Caroline

Date  October 19, 2009



Full list here:  http://www.mykoweb.com/art-registry/in-
dex.html

Armfield, Maxwell Ashby. British. 1882-1972

    * Title: Fungi
    * Medium: Tempera on panel. 22.5x30 cm.
    * Location: Private collection
    * Mushroom description: Several groups of capped 
mushrooms, Aleuria sp.
    * Web: Bridgeman Art Library

Booth, Raymond. British. 1929-

    * — A —
    * Title: Stoat in winter
    * Medium: Oil on board, 36x20.2 cm.
    * Location: Private collection
    * Mushroom description: Trametes sp. on mossy tree 
stump
    * Web: Bridgeman Art Library
    * — B —
    * Title: Fly Agarics. 1981
    * Medium: Oil on panel, 42x29 cm.
    * Location: Private collection
    * Mushroom description: Group of Amanita muscaria 
on forest floor Web: Bridgeman Art Library

Boynton, James. American. 1928-

    * Title: Coupled Mushrooms. 1967
    * Medium: Lithograph (aluminum and stone) in 
green, violet and pink on German etching paper, image: 
147 x 110 cm.
    * Location: National Art Gallery, Washington, DC
    * Mushroom description: A mushroom emerging 
from a mushroom cap (two caps, inverted, connected by 
a stipe)
    * Web: Annex Galleries

Burkman, Elsie. American. 1912-2003

    * Note: The artist painted a large number of works us-
ing “mushroom juice,” from Coprinus comatus and other 
species. Many of her paintings are not of mushroom mo-
tifs. Some of her works are in the Anchorage Museum of 
Art and History.
    * — A —
    * Title: Chanterelles. 1968
    * Mushroom description: Chanterelles Medium: 
Watercolor with inky cap “juice,” 8x10 in.
    * — B —
    * Title: Morels. 1968
    * Mushroom description: Morels
    * Medium: Watercolor with inky cap “juice,” 8x10 in.

Clarke, Magda. British. 1916-

    * Title: Mushrooms, Garlic, Shallots. 1992
    * Medium: Watercolor and gouache on paper
    * Location: Private collection
    * Mushroom description: Agaricus bisporus in and 
outside of basket
    * Web: Bridgeman Art Library

Craxton, John. British. 1922-

    * Title: Dark Landscape. 1944-5
    * Medium: Oil on board support, 54.6 cm x 70.5 cm.
    * Location: Tate Gallery, London
    * Mushroom description: Man holding a brightly lit 
mushrooms
    * Web: Tate Online

Ellenrieder. Wolfgang. German. 1959-

    * Title: Funghi Flash. Ca. 1990
    * Location: Shown in 1998 in Austellung Projektegal-
lerie Leipzig Elsterpark
    * Reference: in show catalog

Flösser Gerd. German. Contemporary

    * Title: The cook’s fear of food (Die Angst des Kochs 
vor dem Essen)
    * Medium: Oil
    * Location: Mannheim. Owned by the artist
    * Mushroom description: Chanterelle on right edge
    * Reference: Mannheim Morgen Supplement. p. 8. 
Jan. 13, 2000.

A list of 
mushroom sitings 
in artworks
Post by: Caroline

Date  October 19, 2009

Fungi (mushrooms) love hair and nails, and Fungi also 
like breaking molecular bonds: “The roots of mush-
rooms, called mycelium (http://www.fungi.com/info/
sems/index.html), produce enzymes that unlock wood 
fibers, which are composed of strings of carbon-hydrogen 
molecules in the form of cellulose and lignin. Mushroom 
mycelium breaks the bonds, and then re-constructs the 
molecules into carbohydrates, fungal sugars, that make 
up the mushroom’s physical structures. Oil and most pe-
troleum products are held together by similar molecular 
bonds. “ Paul Stamets, Fungi.com

Hair Soaks 
Up Oil Spills, 
Mushrooms 
Eat the Hair, 
Mushrooms Clean 
Up Oil Spills
Post by: Caroline

Date  October 22, 2009



Fungi (mushrooms) love hair and nails, and Fungi also 
like breaking molecular bonds: “The roots of mush-
rooms, called mycelium (http://www.fungi.com/info/
sems/index.html), produce enzymes that unlock wood 
fibers, which are composed of strings of carbon-hydrogen 
molecules in the form of cellulose and lignin. Mushroom 
mycelium breaks the bonds, and then re-constructs the 
molecules into carbohydrates, fungal sugars, that make 
up the mushroom’s physical structures. Oil and most pe-
troleum products are held together by similar molecular 
bonds. “ Paul Stamets, Fungi.com

StrataSpore 
at Movement 
Research @
Judson Memorial 
Church 
Post by: Leila

Date  November 3, 2009

Seven new “glow in the dark” species of mushrooms were 
discovered around the globe this October. Four of the 
species are completely new to the shroom family while 
the other three have adapted this new trend towards lu-
minescence, making a total of 71 known species to emit 
light. “If daylight was not so bright you could see them 
during the day, but the greenish-yellow light does not 
stand out against daylight so we cannot visualize them,” 
lead researcher Dennis Desjardin of San Francisco State 
University told LiveScience.com.
The majority of the glowing species comes from the 
Mycena family, which are known to produce on decaying 
organic matter. Scientists don’t have an answer for why 
fungi is glowing. Desjardin believes the light is used as 
a lure for nocturnal animals to help spread the spores, 
while another theory claims that the glow attracts the 
predators of the insects that like to feed off the fungi.

What scientists can agree on is that these new mush-
rooms are very psychedelic to the eye, but it is not 
recommended that you eat them--for any reason. From 
Reality Sandwich

Glowing Shrooms
Post by: Chris

Date  November 6, 2009



The first time the mushroom class was given at the
New School, many people signed up for it. The
registrar was alarmed, telephoned me and asked,
“Where shall we draw the line?” I said if more than
forty people were involved it might be difficult.
Something like that number registered for the
course, but when the field trips actually took
place, there were never more than twenty people in
the woods. Sometimes attendance dropped to a mere
dozen. I couldn’t figure out what was happening.
I forget who it was, but one day in the woods one
of the lady students confessed that when she signed
up for the course it was not with the intention of
tramping through the woods near New York City, fungi
or no fungi. She was interested in going to Europe.
Some airplane company had advertised inexpensive
roundtrip fares purchasable only by adults enrolled
in the New School. People had studied the catalogue
as though it were a menu, looking for the cheapest
course regardless of what was being taught. The lady
who told me this had had a change of mind, or her
particular flight had been postponed, I don’t
remember which. One way or another, she lost
interest in Europe. Another, noticing fungi in
Bavarian and Milanese markets, sent post cards. 

Incentives
Post by: Caroline

Date  November 13, 2009

Information about [Underground Mushroom Gardens], 
Singapore 2006: Suraya Saidon, director of PCF Kreta 
Ayer-Kim Seng (hereafter PCF), wanted to make a mini-
farm as an educational component of the school. The 
school is located at Indus Road #79, a public housing 
development. She mooted the idea of having a mini-farm 
at the development, to the Executive Committee of PCF, 
in February and March 2005.

The mini-farm is located at 
HDB state land (HDB is short 
for Housing Development 
Board). It is in between hous-
ing and a road. It is defined as 
Future Reclamation - land that 
is not planned for anything 
specific, but can be used when 
there is a need. Negotiation of 
these areas can be approved 
only if they do not interfere 
with preconceived plans for 
the area.

In November 2005, after having sanctioned the proposal 
for using the HDB state land at the local town council, 
the kindergarten could use a 20m2 piece of land. The 
mini-farm became part of the education at PCF in 
January 2006. In March Learning Site met with the 
kindergarten in relation to the Singapore Biennale 2006 
and learned about the mini-farm. Learning Site got 
involved in the discussion about access to and use of 
land, city farming, commercial agriculture (around 3% of 
products are farmed in Singapore, the rest is imported), 
producing knowledge, education, and made a proposal to 
construct [Underground Mushroom Gardens] under the 
mini-farm. Learning Site did not receive official support 
for constructing [Underground Mushroom Gardens]. In-
stead it was built up as a model in the experiment room 
of PCF. This became an exchange between PCF, Temasek 
Polytechnic and Learning Site that considered ways of 

learning and use of knowledge. The exchange influenced 
the way [Underground Mushroom Gardens] came about 
and functioned at from 1/9/06 - 12/11/06. Both PCF and 
the Biotechnology Department at Temasek Polytechnic 
use hands-on education in their work with plants and 
mushrooms, but their frameworks differ. Dr. Atomic 
Leow carried out research about mushroom farming at 
the Biotechnology Department at Temasek Polytechnic.

The initial intention was that the 
[Underground Mushroom 
Gardens] would expand, be 
added to, redefined, and 
continued in different ways 
after the end of the Biennale. 
It ended with recycling the 
cardboard from the model, 
compost from producing 
mushrooms, and half a year 
exchange with the education 
department National Univer-
sity of Singapore (NTU).

Underground 
Mushroom 
Gardens
Post by: Chris

Date  November 20, 2009
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